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Accounting Principles 11th edition, by Weygandt, Kimmel, and Kieso provides a clear introduction to financial accounting that is full of real world examples that are relevant to students’ lives. The Team for Success authors understand where students struggle in this course and have developed a learning system that illustrates the accounting cycle and key transactions, while giving them the tools to apply their learning through sample exercises throughout the chapter. By expanding coverage of IFRS, this edition keeps students at the forefront of global issues that impact their future careers in business and accounting. Access to WileyPLUS is not included with this textbook.
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Customer Reviews

its absolute STUPID that sells the new accounting principles book that does not come with a wiley access code even when you pay for a NEW copy!! Whole reason I got it was for the stupid code cause my bookstore ran out of the book. Will be returning and using the money to buy a code.

And it still would of been cheaper to get the book at WileyPLUS. The code is not included. Save yourself the hassle and get it from WileyPLUS.

The book itself was great, but it didn’t come with the code to get on-line; and that’s what I needed.

College textbooks are a major scam. Math hasn’t changed in centuries yet each semester broke students have to pay ridiculous prices for another version. This one is no different, highly overpriced. Renting them electronically is a joke really. Wish more students would join in to protest
the high cost of textbooks. It's a scam...

Ebooks are good for reading a book... But for studying its a bit aggravating if you have to flip back and forth from between pages that are 20 or so apart for example doing review questions and the going back to earlier page then going back to the page with the review questions

When I bought this book I needed the code to go online for my course, it was suppose to have one and it did not!!

In great condition ! Just would like for it to have the Wiley plus code. But other than that it is good!

i took an online accounting course. And this book is the required textbook. I didn’t buy the code, just bought the lose leaf book. My teacher was OK. I find the book to be quite informative, easy to comprehend, clearly organized, easy to follow, and interesting to read. Since I’m leading accounting from the beginning level, I enjoy reading about various aspects of the field. I also do the exercises at the end of each chapter. I decided to not continue the studying of accounting but will keep the book.

And should I retake the class someday, I hope have a better teacher.
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